
 

   Sponsorship package  

   
ATMP Sweden conference 2020 

The Centre for Advanced Therapy Medical Products (CAMP) and Swelife-ATMP are pleased to invite you to                

sponsor the 3rd Annual ATMP Sweden meeting which will be held; Wednesday 1st April-Friday 3rd April,                

Södertorn Aula, Alfred Nobels väg 1, Flemingsberg, Stockholm. 

 

About the Meeting 

The conference brings together the Swedish network of academics, clinicians and industry within the ATMP               

field to stimulate information transfer and collaboration towards innovative research and towards            

strengthening of the ATMP field for novel patient solutions.  

 

Why sponsor 

The development of ATMPs requires close collaboration between academics, clinicians and industry, as well as               

good communications with regulatory authorities. This conference is the primary event of this industry in               

Sweden so sponsorship of this meeting gives the greatest exposure to these potential collaborators. The               

conference has several sponsorship packages available. 

The Offer 

 Platinum Gold Silver Bronze 

Cost (SEK) 80000 40000 20000 10000 

Booth in exhibition space + + + + 

Booth location ++++ +++ ++ + 

Logo on website, program, welcome ++++ +++ ++ + 

Logo on sponsor map at event entrance + + + + 

Two tables in exhibition space (1x2m) + + +  

Verbal mention in welcome  + +   

Logo on conference notebook on front on back   

10min at booth presentation Monday 

30th between 19:00-21:00 

+    

Logo on promotional flyer (as platinum  

sponsor) 

+    

 

Enquiries 

Gustaf Ahlén 

Email: gustaf.ahlen@ki.se 

Phone: 073 983 79 85  
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   Sponsorship package  

   
National ATMP conference 2020 

 

Sponsorship Conditions 

The number of packages available at each level is unlimited. Packages are not negotiable. Sponsors are                

responsible for providing any material, information or artwork within the time frames specified by sponsor               

contact. Cancellations must be advised in writing before the 20th March 2020. In this situation, refund will be                  

provided but company will be charged a 25% administration fee. After 16th March 2020, no refunds are                 

applicable. To guarantee choice of booth position sponsorship must be confirmed by January 31, 2020.  

 
The Program 

Exhibitor space is open to registrants from 16:00 on the 1st of April till 13:00 the 3rd of April. The 1st of April food                        

and drinks will be provided in the exhibitor space until 21:00. The 2nd of April will be a full day of seminars and the                        

3rd April a half day finishing at lunch time. The program aims to exhibit an overview on all the key aspects involved in                       

the development, manufacturing, commercialization and patient care around ATMPs. The 2nd of April there will be                

coffee break and lunch opportunities for exhibiting as well as drinks from 17:00-19:00 in the exhibition space. The                  

3rd of April the seminars span from 8:00-12:00 with a coffee break for exhibiting, lunch will not be offered. Invited                    

speakers, including Paula Salmikangas (NDA), John Rasko (ISCT President), Henrik Semb (DanStem), Laurence Cooper              

(MD Anderson), Antonio Bertoletti (Duke-NUS Medical School) and Hildegard Büning (ESGCT) are amongst the list of                

prominent ATMP industry leaders who will be presenting their work. The program aims to facilitate networking                

opportunities for both sponsors and delegates. 

 

About CAMP and Swelife-ATMP 

CAMP and Swelife-ATMP are national networks established for the promotion of the growth of the ATMP                

industry in Sweden. CAMP (2017-2023) focuses on the ‘practical’ aspects of development, generating new              

technologies and facilities towards advances in process development, GMP manufacture and product logistics.             

Swelife-ATMP (2017-2020) focuses on the ‘strategic’ aspects, advancing knowledge and development in            

regulation, legal/ethical aspects, healthcare/business models and communications. Together the projects use           

diverse knowledge and expertise to create novel solutions for the accelerated progress of ATMP development               

in Sweden. Both projects welcome new collaborators and partners in these national initiatives. 

 

The Venue 

The 2020 National Conference will be held in Södertörn Högskola Aula, Flemingsberg, Stockholm. The              

conference centre is accessible by commuter rail (pendeltåg) from Flemingsberg Station or car parking for               

registrants is available at request. The venue seats 700 in lecture style format and has several spacious                 

breakout areas over 2 floors, providing an ideal environment for discussion and networking between sessions.  
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